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Abstract1

Osteolysis around joint replacements may develop due to migration of wear particles2

from the joint space into gaps between the interface bone and the implant where they3

can accumulate in high concentrations to cause tissue damage. Osteolysis may appear4

in various postoperative times and morphological shapes which can be generalized into5

linear and focal. However, there are no clear explanations on the causes of such vari-6

ations. Patients’ degree of sensitivity to polyethylene particles (osteolysis thresholds),7

the local particle concentration and the access route provided by the interface gaps8

have been described as determining factors. To study their effects, a 2D computational9

fluid dynamics model of the hip joint capsule in communication with an interfacial10

gap and the surrounding bone was employed. Particles were presented using a dis-11

crete phase model (DPM). High capsular fluid pressure was considered as the driving12

force for particle migration. Simulations were run for different osteolysis thresholds13

ranging from 5 ×108 to 1 ×1012 particle number per gram of tissue and fibrous tissue14

generation in osteolytic lesion due to particles was simulated for the equivalent of ten15

postoperative years. In patients less sensative to polyethylene particles (higher thresh-16

old), osteolysis may be linear and occur along an interfacial gap in less than 5% of17

the interfatial tissue. Focal osteolysis is more likely to develop in patients with higher18

sensitivity to polyethylene particles at distal regions to an interfacial gaps where up19

to 80% of the interfatial tissue may be replaced by fibrous tissue. In these patients,20

signs of osteolysis may also develop earlier (third postoperative year) than those with21

less sensitivity who may show very minor signs even after ten years. This study shows22

the importance of patient sensitivity to wear particles, the role of interfatial gaps in23

relation to morphology and the onset of osteolysis. Consequently, it may explain the24

clinically observed variation in osteolysis development.25
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Introduction26

The relation between the presence of polyethylene wear particles and osteolysis around27

joint replacements is widely recognized (Schmalzried et al. (1992); Maloney et al.28

(1990); Willert et al. (1990)). Once wear particles are released from bearing surfaces29

into the joint space, they may be carried to the accessible periprosthetic spaces and30

tissues by the joint fluid (Schmalzried and Callaghan (1999)). However, the exact mech-31

anism of osteolysis development is not completely understood. While some patients32

exhibit linear osteolysis, others develop focal ones and some remain immune to oste-33

olysis despite excessive wear generation in their prosthetic joint (Jasty et al. (1997)).34

In addition, the onset of osteolysis can vary between one to seven years (Tanzer et al.35

(1992)). Although many factors are likely to contribute to these variations in osteolysis36

development, patient’s sensitivity to polyethylene, local particle concentration which37

relates to particle migration to the interfacial tissue by means of interface gaps could38

be determining factors.39

It has been shown that, if particle concentration reaches a certain threshold in40

periprosthetic tissue, osteolysis may develop. Revell et al. (1997) and Kobayashi et al.41

(1997) showed that sites containing more than the critical value of approximately 142

× 1010 particles per gram of tissue had developed focal osteolysis. However, Elfick43

et al. (2003) reported a lower threshold of 1 × 109 particles per gram of tissue for44

osteolysis generation. Koseki et al. (2005) showed that the particle concentration in45

focal lesions (2.10 × 109 particles per gram of tissue) was significantly greater than46

the linear ones (2.91 × 108 particles per gram of tissue). These findings show that47

once the threshold is reached, the bone tissue is replaced with fibrous tissue with lower48

permeability which may encourage more particles to flow in that region. In addition,49

Ise et al. (2007) observed a correlation between the ratio of osteolysis in radiographic50

images and patient sensitivity to polyethylene particles. These findings suggest that the51

biological threshold for osteolysis generation may be patient specific and that osteolysis52

generation in the long term could be dependent on this threshold.53

A number of studies have investigated particle migration to the periprosthetic tissue54

to some extent. Bobyn et al. (1981) observed that polyethylene debris (1 ×108 par-55

ticles twice a week) injected in the joint migrated easily along the smooth surfaces of56

cylindrical implants implanted into the distal femur and proximal tibia of dogs. They57

observed that, during this time, particles penetrated the intratrabecular spaces up to58

approximately 2 mm. The findings of von Knoch et al. (2000) showed that the path of59

least resistance for distal migration is provided by the interfacial gaps and not through60

the porosity of the bone and fibrous tissues.61

The above studies considered only the end-stage of osteolysis and do not describe62

how particle-induced osteolysis develops and expands during the lifespan of an implant.63
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The current study aims to investigate how osteolysis expansion and development may64

be affectd by an osteolysis threshold and an existing interfacial gap which may facilitate65

particle transportation. A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model which simulates66

particle migration and entrapment in periprosthetic gaps and bone tissue as well as67

fibrous tissue generation was employed.68

Method69

The 2D geometry of the model was based on a realistic 3D model of a femur recon-70

structed from a computerized tomography (CT) scan implanted with a cementless71

femoral stem (Summit stem, DePuy, Warsaw USA) and the surrounding joint capsule.72

The 2D geometry was generated by cutting through the symmetric axis of the implant73

on the coronal plane (c.f. Figure 1 a). The boolean operation for implantation and74

2D geometry generation were carried out in Solidworks (Dassault Systemes, Velizy,75

France). The model geometry was meshed in GAMBIT (Ansys Inc.) using structured76

(gap region) and unstructured (capsule and bone regions) quadrilateral cell volumes77

and then imported into the commercial CFD software FLUENT (version 12.00, Ansys78

Inc.) for analysis.79

The meshed geometry of the model is shown in Figure 2. The geometry was meshed80

with approximately 10 k, 21 k, 42 k, and 140 k cells for mesh convergence studies. For81

each of these meshes, different combinations of the core and boundary layer meshes82

(which included varying the height of the first layer and the total number of layers)83

were generated. Mesh convergence studies demonstrated that the 42 k mesh with an84

appropriately sized boundary layer and core meshes (c.f. Figure 2) showed less than85

5% variation in fluid velocity in regions of high flow gradient, relative to the finest86

mesh. Therefore, this mesh was deemed appropriate for this study.87

The capsule and gap regions were modelled as free fluid continua, the bone was88

represented as a porous medium and the implant wall was described as a rigid wall.89

Simulations were steady state and did not incorporate the fluid pumping mechanism90

caused by micromotion between the implant and bone. High capsular fluid pressure91

was considered to be the driving force for particle transportation (Alidousti et al.92

(2014); Schmalzried et al. (1997); Robertsson et al. (1997)). Fluid pressure inside93

the capsule was generated by a pressure inlet boundary defined on the soft tissue94

wall of the capsule. High capsular pressure was considered to be 60 kPa (Hendrix95

et al. (1983)). The pressure over the porous bone region was assumed to be zero96

with respect to the capsule (i.e. 0 kPa). This was achieved by defining a pressure97

outlet on the endosteal and periosteal surfaces of the bone (c.f. Figure 1 b). This98

boundary condition may represent the fluid drainage through many embedded venous99

sinuses in proximal femur which leave the bone through a great number of openings100
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on the external surfaces of the femur in medial, lateral and superior regions (Churchill101

et al. (1992)). In addition, one source can extend to supply other regions when there102

is impairment to another. This is indeed the case for an implanted femur in which103

the femoral cavity is filled with the implant stem and the blood supply is provided104

from the external periosteal surface. In fact, it has been shown that two thirds of the105

total blood supply and drainage in the bone surrounding the implant is carried out106

by periosteal, epiphyseal and metaphyseal arteries which penetrate the bone through107

external periosteum layer (Bridgeman and Brookes (1996)). Rhinelander (1972) has108

also shown that the greater portion of blood in diaphysis is drained from the periosteal109

surface rather than endosteal. In the cortical bone, it has been shown that the blood110

supply entering the Haversian system may also exit the system through the periosteal111

blood supply (Cooper et al. (1966); Montgomery et al. (1988)). These observations are112

further supported by the fact that intravascular pressure drops from about 8 kPa to113

around 2 kPa from endosteum to periosteum surfaces (Brookes (1971)) which indicates114

the fluid drainage from the centre the periphery of the bone as simulated in the current115

study. In addition, it would be reasonable to assume that there is an equilibrium116

between fluid flux entering the bone region uniformly from the lymphatic and vascular117

system and the fluid flux that leaves the bone uniformly through the same system.118

Therefore, blood supply and drainage does not create any permanent or regional fluid119

sinks or sources which needs to be accommodated in the model. The excessive fluid120

entering the bone from the joint capsule may also leave this region through the vascular121

system. However, as mentioned above, in an implanted femur, the vascular flow may122

carry this particle-laden fluid to the periphery and the outer surface of the bone.123

The zero pressure outlet boundary condition used in the current study may provide a124

simplified representation of this system by directing particle-laden fluid out of system125

in the same direction as the vascular system does.126

Based on arthrographic studies (Hendrix et al. (1983); Cone et al. (1983)), in which127

it can be seen that the contrast agent injected to the joint capsule immediately finds its128

way to the interfacial gaps and osteolytic lesions in communication with them, it was129

assumed that the synovial fluid occupies the interfacial gaps and it can easily flow to the130

interface. The fluid flowing in the capsule, gap and the bone was, therefore, modelled131

with the properties of liquid water with constant viscosity and density of 0.001 kg/ms132

and 998.2 kg/m3, respectively. Fluid flow in the capsule and gap - where viscous effects133

are important - was described by the Navier-Stokes equations and laminar viscous134

flow was assumed throughout. Fluid flow in the bone - where viscous effects are not135

significant and permeability governs the diffusive flow - was defined by Darcy’s equation136

which was added as a sink in the momentum equations given by:137

ρ[
∂v
∂t

+ v.∇v] = −∇P +∇.(µ∇v)− (
µ

k
)v (1)
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where, v is the fluid velocity (m/s), ρ is the fluid density (kg/m3), t is time (s), P is138

the fluid pressure (Pa), µ is the dynamic fluid viscosity (kg/m.s) and k is the porous139

medium permeability (m2).140

It should be noted that in the bone region the viscous terms of Eqn.1 become141

insignificant due to the very small velocity gradient across the bone region as the result142

of low permeability effect. This means that Eqn.1 reduces to Darcy’s equation and the143

fluid in the bone region is governed almost entirely by the Darcy’s law. Therefore,144

Eqn.1 accommodates viscous and porous effects separately at the appropriate location145

in the model.146

Darcy’s law have been previously employed to simulate the flow of polymethyl-147

methacrylate and interstitial fluid through cancellous and cortical bone (Johansson148

et al. (2009); Beaudoin et al. (1991)). In addition, it has been experimentally shown149

that Darcy’s law remains valid for laminar flows in bone below the Re value defined150

by Eqn.2 (Arramon and Nauman (2000)):151

Re = 4
ρV

µSv
(2)

where, V is the fluid velocity through the porous medium and Sv is specific surface of152

for porous bone (Arramon and Nauman (2000)). Using the above equation, an Re = 4.6153

was calculated based on the maximum fluid velocities entering the bone in the vicinity154

of the gap. However, the Re values in the gap region of current model, calculated by155

using the gap width as the characteristic length scale, are an at least 35 times smaller156

than this threshold Re = 4.6. Therefore, the current model remains in the valid and157

laminar flow regime to use Darcy’s law.158

Bone permeability of k = 1.00 × 10−14 m2 was chosen based on a computational159

representation of an experiment in which Simkin et al. (1985) measured the hydrostatic160

resistance of metaphyseal bone to fluid injection. This permeability may be referred161

to as the ’effective permeability’ since it takes into account the effect of bone marrow,162

which includes non-fluid constituents such as blood vessels, fat cells and the loose con-163

nective framework that maintains the mechanical integrity of the marrow (Bryant et al.164

(1989)), and the external cortical shell that encapsulates the periprosthetic cancellous165

bone. The calculated effective permeability lies above the averaged measured perme-166

ability of cancellous bone with no marrow ( k = 1.00×10−10 m2 (Nauman et al. (1999);167

Hui et al. (1996); Thompson et al. (2004); Kohles et al. (2001); Pakula et al. (2008)))168

and below the permeability of cortical bone at vascular level (k = 6.3×10−15 m2 Zhang169

et al. (1998)). The process of defining such a permeability value is explained in de-170

tails in Appendix A. All the computational cells in the bone region were assigned this171

permeability value initially. Whilst the steady state governing equations were solved,172

unsteady tracking of particles in time was incorporated as described below. The model173
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included a short interfacial gap with 5 mm length and 30 µm width. The choice of gap174

dimension was described in detail by Alidousti et al. (2011).175

A time step of 0.002 s showed sufficient accuracy with less than 5% variation in176

particle trajectories compared to time steps as low as 0.0002 s. The simulations com-177

prised 5000 time steps representing ten post-operative years by incrementally injecting178

ten years worth of wear particles into the model during this computational time.179

Table 1 shows the setup for the simulations. The default under-relaxation factors for180

convergence were used and the convergence criterion for mass and velocity residuals181

was set to 1 x 10−7. Standard pressure discretization was employed since it is the182

method recommended by FLUENT for models with porous media (Fluent (2015))183

The rate of wear generation depends on many parameters such as patient activity,184

the femoral head size, relative position between the head and cup etc. A simple calcu-185

lation on the result of an in vitro wear simulation on polyethylene-on-metal bearings186

by Shorez et al. (2008) indicated that approximately 6.7 × 1010 particles are resealed187

into the joint space per year on average. This rate of wear generation was chosen for188

the current study. Therefore, 13.4 million particles were injected to the flow in each189

computational time step while previously injected particles were tracked.190

Particle modelling191

To simulate wear particle migration, spherical particles with the diameter of 1µm and192

the density of polyethylene (935 kg/m3) were incorporatd into the model as a discrete193

phase within the continuous fluid phase (Fluent (2015)). The choice of particle size194

was based on the fact that approximately 90% of the particles in cells from total hip195

replacement patients were just less than 1 µm (Revell et al. (1997); Koseki et al. (2005);196

Benz et al. (2001)). Momentum was transferred to particles as they passed through197

each control volume, and the effect of particles on the continuum was incorporated198

in the model by a two-way coupling algorithm provided by FLUENT. There were no199

particle-to-particle interactions. Particles were introduced to the continuous flow as200

"parcels" (to reduce computational time) by means of discrete injection points located201

at the gap entrance (Figure 1 b). For more detailed description of particle modelling202

and injection refer to Alidousti et al. (2014).203

Permeability of the periprosthetic tissue may change due to particles clogging the204

interface tissue and reducing its porosity. Changes to the local bone porosity due to205

particle clogging was defined by:206

φnew = φ0 −
Vp
cv
. (3)

where φnew is new porosity, φ0 is initial porosity, cv is the local computational cell207

volume and Vp is the volume occupied by the instantaneous number of particles in that208
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cell volume. The initial porosity φ0 value was calculated based on the effective per-209

meability using the Kozeny-Carmen model (Arramon and Nauman (2000)) shown by210

Eqn. 4 which relates porosity to permeability for cancellous bone. Although Kozeny-211

Carmen model was originally developed for cancellous bone only, it is based on hy-212

draulic radius-based capillaric tubes with an added tortuosity factor that accounts for213

bends in a random pore structure such as that of periprosthetic tissue adjacent to an214

interfacial gap. Therefore, it provided the best available tool and first approximation215

to calculate the new permeability for the clogged bone (knew) as a function of the new216

porosity φnew:217

knew =
cφαnew

Sv(φnew)2
, (4)

where c and α are correlation coefficients. Throughout the simulations, the permeabil-218

ity of the tissue was calculated and updated by Eqn. 4 according to the instantaneous219

number of particles in each computational cell.220

There is no data available in the literature describing particle clogging in the221

periprosthetic bone-marrow system during postoperative periods. However, it has been222

clinically observed that particle concentration is highest in close proximity of the in-223

terface and decreases further from the interface when there is a continuous supply of224

particles (Bobyn et al. (1995); Kwong et al. (1992); Hirakawa et al. (1996); Margevicius225

et al. (1994). Such a phenomenon is also seen in particle filtration studies in geological226

material (Civan et al. (1989)).227

Therefore, an empirical parameter for particle clogging was developed to produce228

the above clinical observation for a ten year period during the computational simula-229

tion time. In order to achieve this, a parameter called clogging factor was defined (cf ).230

cf defined the probability of the particles being trapped or stopped in the peripros-231

thetic tissue. To achieve this, particles were tagged in each time step by randomly232

generated numbers between zero and one. Particles in the bone region which were233

tagged in a certain range were assigned a zero velocity. This made it possible to con-234

trol the percentage of particles that randomly clogged the bone region. Plots showing235

particle concentration along a profile line located in the mid-gap region perpendicular236

to the interface for clogging factor values of 0%, 30% and 50% are shown in Figure237

3. For clogging factors larger than 50%, particle penetration was effectively blocked238

and only a few particles penetrated the bone beyond 50 µm from the interface. In239

contrast, clogging factors less than 50% prevented particle accumulation taking place240

at the interface as seen in Figure 3. This parametric analysis showed that, for a wear241

generation period of ten postoperative years, cf = 50% produced the most realistic242

particle distribution at the interface closely resembling clinical observation. This value243

was used to simulate clogging in the current simulations.244
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Fibrous tissue generation simulation245

In studies in which the particles in the fibrous tissue occupying osteolytic lesions were246

counted and the osteolysis threshold (ost) was established (Kobayashi et al. (1997);247

Koseki et al. (2005); Elfick et al. (2003); Revell et al. (1997)), the data was presented248

in terms of the particle number per gram of tissue. To make this value appropriate249

for the current study, the particle concentration has to be presented in terms of tissue250

volume. Assuming a consistent particle distribution throughout the tissue and a density251

of 1500 kg/m3 for periprosthetic tissue, 1 g of periprosthetic tissue consists of a cube252

with a volume of 6.667 ×10−7 m3 and dimensions of approximately 8.7 × 8.7 × 8.7253

mm in which the one billion particles are evenly distributed. However, it is possible254

to calculate the threshold for smaller volumes of tissue using linear interpolation. For255

example, this threshold reduces to 750 particles for a cube with dimensions of 10 × 10256

× 50 µm as shown in Figure 4.257

By assuming a depth of 50 µm for the model (close to the width of an interfacial258

gap), it is possible to use the same linear interpolation to calculate the corresponding259

osteolysis threshold for each of the computational cell volumes in the model. The260

instantaneous number of particles in each computational cell volume in the bone region261

was calculated in each time step. If the number of particles in a volume cell rose262

above the specified threshold defined for each cell, fibrous tissue permeability value of263

k = 1× 10−11 m2 (Prendergast et al. (1997)) was assigned to that computational cell,264

thus simulating the effect of osteolysis. To study the effect of osteolysis threshold in265

the current simulations, ost was varied from 5 ×108 to 1 ×1012 particle number per266

gram of tissue according to the aforementioned studies.267

It is important to clarify that, in the current model, the shape and the extent of the268

fibrous tissue is dependent on the accuracy of particle trajectories. If the mesh density269

is sufficiently fine to accurately capture the particles trajectories, then the mesh density270

may only affect the spacial resolution of the fibrous tissue lesions. This is due to the271

fact that the fibrous tissue regions in the model are identified by those cell volumes that272

have their permeability increased due to high particle concentration. In the current273

study, the mesh size in the bone region in vicinity of the gap was approximately 30274

µm2 for the largest cell volumes (c.f Figure 2). This cell volume size in the bone region275

is in fact smaller than the average pore size in the cancellous bone (300-1000 µm2) or276

an osteon (100-150 µm2 in diameter) in cortical bone (Cowin (2000)). Therefore, the277

current mesh density may provide sufficient spatial resolution to capture fibrous tissue278

generation in the bone tissue.279
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Data analysis280

The data was analyzed by contour plots of periprosthtic tissue showing regions of bone281

and generated osteolytic fibrous tissue as a result of particle presence. The interface282

tissue was defined by an area with a 1.5 mm width which extended distal to the in-283

terfacial gap (Figure 5 and Figure 6). The width and length of this area were chosen284

based on the maximum fibrous tissue penetration observed in the preliminary models.285

The ratio of fibrous tissue to bone in the periprosthtic regions was calculated by mea-286

suring the area of each tissue type in proximal, middle and distal regions of the gap.287

The total area for each of these three regions was equal (Figure 6) and the area was288

calculated accurately by counting the number of pixels in each region. Pixel counting289

was carried out by using Matlab Image Processing Toolbox (MathWorks, Inc., Natick,290

Massachusetts, United States Release 2015a). Using the calculated areas of each tissue291

type, the ratio of fibrous tissue to bone in each region of interface tissue was calculated.292

Results293

It was seen that, as particles entered a region, clogging and permeability reduction294

occured. This led to slower particle penetration resulting in particle accumulation and295

high concentrations. Once the osteolysis threshold was reached due to accumulation,296

tissue permeability increased to that of fibrous tissue causing more particles to flow to297

that region. This loop repeated as regions with increased permeability (fibrous tissue)298

penetrated into periprosthetic bone. Therefore, particles penetrated further into the299

bone through distinguishable paths of least resistance generated by the fibrous tissue300

(Figure 5). This development and progression of fibrous tissue around the interface301

gap for three different thresholds - low (ost = 5 × 108), medium (ost = 1 × 109) and302

high (ost = 1×1010) - are shown in Figure 5 for three, six and ten post-operative years.303

This figure shows that threshold for osteolysis, or in other words patient sensitivity to304

polyethylene particles, had a direct impact on the fibrous tissue shape and expansion.305

In cases run with ost = 5 × 108 and 1 × 109 particles per gram of tissue (Figure 5 a306

and b), periprosthetic tissue was not significantly affected in the first operative year307

(not shown here). In these cases, the fibrous tissue started appearing from the second308

postoperative year and then it progressed through bone tissue as time elapsed. By the309

tenth postoperative year, it had penetrated the bone approximately 0.6 mm in regions310

located along the gap and approximately 1.5 mm in regions located at the bottom of311

the gap. However, for ost = 1× 1010 particles per gram of tissue (Figure 5 c), fibrous312

tissue only developed in very small and isolated regions located at the gap entrance and313

bottom by the sixth postoperative year. It was only by the tenth year that distinctive314

but small regions of fibrous tissue were observed. Nevertheless, the pattern of fibrous315
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tissue generation tended to be linear in this case. As ost increased to 5× 1010 particles316

per gram of tissue and any value above, no fibrous tissue generation occurred in the317

model and only a permeability reduction was observed a a result of particle clogging318

the periprosthetic tissue.319

A quantitative representation of Figure 5 is shown in Figure 6 where the ratio of320

fibrous tissue to bone at the interface tissue in proximal, middle and distal regions to321

the gap are shown. Figure 6 shows that, in high and moderate polyethylene sensitiv-322

ity (ost = 5 × 108 and 1 × 109 particles per gram of tissue, respectively), a greater323

portion of the periprosthetic tissue was occupied by osteolytic fibrous tissue as time324

elapsed. However, this osteolysis progression was approximately four times faster at325

distal regions of the gap between the 6th and 10th postoperative years where up to326

80% of the distal interfacial tissue was occupied by fibrous tissue. Figure 6 also shows327

that, in patients with low sensitivity to polyethylene particles (ost = 1× 1010 particles328

per gram of tissue), who showed linear osteolysis generation, less than 5% of interface329

tissue was affected by osteolysis.330

Discussion331

The current study indicates that osteolysis threshold may play an important role in the332

onset and morphology of osteolysis development around a joint replacement implant. It333

was shown in patients less sensitive to polyethylene particles (high osteolysis threshold),334

in the presence of an interfacial gap, linear and less extensive osteolysis may occur along335

the gap in only late postoperative stages, and in patients more sensitive to polyethylene,336

focal and extensive osteolysis may develop distal to these gaps. The models show how337

progressive fibrous tissue generation at the interface may provide a pathway for particles338

to penetrate deep into the tissue and how, in turn, a constant supply of particles causes339

further expansion of these regions in osteolytic lesions, particularly when a patient is340

sensitive to polyethylene particles.341

There are a number of clinical observations that relate to the current simulations342

and also can be used as an indirect verification of the their outcome. Firstly, the343

pattern of particle penetration seen in the current study is similar to that described344

by Schmalzried et al. (1992). They observed that fibrous tissue stroma running like345

a stream through the periprosthetic tissue providing channels or routes for particle346

penetration which leads to expansion of the effective joint space. They suggested that347

the difference between focal and linear osteolysis may be related to the concentration348

and distribution of particles in the periprosthetic tissue. However, the simulations349

in the current study have shown that patient sensitivity to polyethylene particles as350

well as particle accumulation at the bottom of the interfacial gaps may also play a351

role in differentiating linear or focal lesions. Secondly, the models here have shown352
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that conditions for osteolysis generally start to appear between the second and third353

postoperative years. This temporal prediction is in accordance with clinically observed354

osteolysis previously shown (Tanzer et al. (1992); Donnelly et al. (1997); Maloney et al.355

(1990); Zicat et al. (1995). Thirdly, the critical osteolysis threshold values have been356

described to be between 1 × 109 (Elfick et al. (2003)) and 1 × 1010 (Kobayashi et al.357

(1997) per gram of tissue. The results also showed that osteolysis progression patterns358

also change in the vicinity of the these thresholds. Fourthly, there are patients with359

high rates of wear generation who show no signs of osteolysis (Jasty et al. (1997)). One360

possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the biological sensitivity to particles361

in these patients is low, i.e. high osteolysis threshold. In fact, Ise et al. (2007) observed362

a correlation between the ratio of osteolysis in radiographic images and patient sensi-363

tivity to polyethylene particles. They showed that, the point at which osteolysis occurs364

and the speed of its development varied in each individual. The speed of progression365

was faster for patients who were more sensitive to polyethylene particles. The results366

also showed that osteolysis threshold, which may represent the degree of biological sen-367

sitivity, plays an important role in the temporal and regional progression of osteolysis368

and can predict such variation in patients. Fifthly, the pattern of fibrous tissue ob-369

served in the current study is in agreement with the prediction of previous results using370

similar methodology (Alidousti et al. (2014, 2011)) which showed higher flow rates of371

particles in the distal regions of an interfacial gap. Furthermore, a width of 1.5 mm372

osteolysis development seen in the current study, is very close to what Bobyn et al.373

(1995) observed. They injected a quantity of polyethylene particles (2×109), similar to374

the current study, into rabbit joint and observed osteolytic lesions, some of which were375

expansile and 1.5 mm wide, which appeared as radiolucencies along smooth surfaces376

of implants in radiographs.377

In Figure 5 c, the fibrous tissue was developed slightly away from the interface, but378

not at the interface. This is due to the fact that fibrous tissue generation initially occurs379

at the penetrating particle front which encourages more particles flow to this region of380

higher permeability. This subsequently increases particle accumulation and the chance381

of fibrous tissue generation at this penetrating front compared to those regions behind.382

As this highly concentrated front moves away from the interface, regions closer to383

the interface may turn into/remain bone because of their lower particle concentration.384

This may simulated the healing process which may occur in vivo as particles spread385

out throughout the tissue causing lower concentrations. In the case of Figure 5 c, the386

majority of resorption takes place between t = 6 to 10 years. Although the entire387

interface tissue contains particles, the highly concentrated regions with concentrations388

above the threshold are located away from the interface at the instance of t = 10 years.389

It should also be noted that penetration of particles is less in the case of higher osteolysis390

threshold (Figure 5 c) due to the absence of fibrous tissue to provide transport route391
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for particles.392

In should also be noted that the bone tissue around an implant may experience393

increased permeability due to stress shielding or ageing or decreased permeability due394

to excessive loading leading to denser bone. Therefore, bone permeability change due395

to these factors may not be uniformly distributed around an implant. Simulating these396

scenarios may provide valuable information. However, it requires further investigation397

and a parametric analysis which are outside the scope of the current study. Never-398

theless, the current model may still represent those patients who preserve the bone399

quality, at least in the vicinity of a short gaps such as the one simulated in the current400

study.401

There are a number of limitations associated with the current study. Firstly, the402

number of particles considered in the current work were for a normal functioning im-403

plant. However, not all generated particles enter or have access to interfacial gaps.404

Estimating the exact number of particles flowing into an interfacial gap, which de-405

pends on many factors such as the number of gaps, the extent and volume of the406

effective joint space etc, is difficult. It is possible that, in reality, less particles than407

generated in a normally functioning hip have access to a gap which sets the lower limit408

of wear access to the interface. On the other hand, it has been shown that the wear409

generation in problematic THRs can be seventy fold more than normally functioning410

implants Dowd et al. (2000), which sets the upper limit of wear generation. Therefore,411

it is possible to assume that the number of particles injected into the gap region in the412

current work is in the realistic range of particle access to the interface between these413

lower and the upper limits. The number of particles that have access to the interface414

may influence the temporal characteristics of particle clogging and the extent of fibrous415

tissue generation, but it does not influence the results qualitatively.416

Secondly, only one particle size is considered in the current study while there may417

be a distribution of particle size in the joint space which may have an effect on tissue418

clogging and fibrous tissue generation. Large particles may more readily clog the tissue419

while small particles (for the same number of particles per unit volume) would occupy420

a much smaller volume fraction with less clogging effect. However, they may result in a421

higher particle concentration and an increased chance of osteolysis development. The422

trade-off between the clogging effect of large particles and high concentration caused by423

smaller particles is a phenomenon which has to be addressed in a future work. Future424

models could be used to establish which particle size ranges are more likely to cause425

osteolysis through either mechanism. The future models could also study the effect of a426

heterogeneous particle size distribution on tissue clogging and fibrous tissue generation427

with consideration of biologically active size ranges described in the literature.428

Thirdly, there are drainage mechanisms to clear some of the particles from the429

periprosthetic tissue (Noble et al. (1983); Urban et al. (2000); Jell et al. (2006)). How-430
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ever, no drainage mechanism is included in the current work. Despite the existence of431

such mechanisms, a large number of particles accumulate at the interface (Manley et al.432

(2002)). This shows the insufficiency of this mechanism to clear significant number of433

particles from the tissue. Therefore, models run without such mechanisms may still434

represent in vivo conditions.435

Fourthly, the current study only includes short gaps. As particle mean concentra-436

tion is less for longer gaps (as shown by Alidousti et al. (2014)) due to their wider437

spread, tissue clogging and permeability reduction may be less. Therefore, conditions438

for development may be generated later compared to shorter gaps. However, this does439

not change the outcome qualitatively. Fifthly, gap displacements are not included in440

the simulations in the current study. However, Alidousti et al. (2014) have shown that441

capsular pressure, rather than gap displacement is the main driving force to pump442

particles into the interfacial gap. Sixthly, a long postoperative time of ten years was443

simulated by incrementally injecting ten years worth of particles in total to the model444

and introducing a clogging factor which would result in a realistic particle distribution445

as observed clinically. Although this is a gross approximation, simulations of this kind446

have not been performed before and they provide the foundations for developing a447

better understanding of the causes of osteolysis.448

Finally, the constitutional equations for this study could have be driven from mix-449

ture theory or its simpler form, biphasic theory, to include load-induced flows in the450

system. However, it has been shown that load-induced flows are incapable of trans-451

porting or even moving particles around a tibila plate (Yuan X et al. (2000)). This452

could be due to the fact that the net flow of fluid caused by pressure difference due453

to mechanical loading is reversed back as soon as the load is removed (Knothe (2003))454

leaving particles in their original position. This shows that a model developed solely455

based on mixture or Biot’s theory is not capable of simulating particle transportation in456

the tissue. Since particle migration is commonly seen, it confirms the existence of other457

particle transport mechanisms such as high capsular fluid pressure, which can be con-458

sidered the most effective mechanism of particle transportation (Alidousti (2012)). On459

the other hand, it is possible to show that load-induced flows have significantly lower460

velocity, and therefore momentum, to have any significant effect on particle transporta-461

tion compared to those flows generated by high capsular fluid pressure. Load-induced462

flows in poroelastic models of bone under physiological loading do not exceed the ve-463

locity of approximately 0.2 µm/s - even in a bone which contains fibrous tissue and464

has higher permeability than normal bone (Prendergast et al. (1997)). However, the465

smallest velocity measured in the bone in the vicinity of the gap in any of the current466

models was at least an order of magnitude larger than this value. In fact, the fluid467

velocity of 17 mm/s in the pressurised bone in the model here is very close to the468

value of 20 mm/s estimated by Fahlgren et al. (2010) in rat bone pressurised to 90 kPa469
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This could be taken as an indirect validation of the velocity values computed in the470

current work and as indication that high capsular fluid pressure is significantly more471

effective in transporting particles due to high velocity flows. Therefore, the assump-472

tion of permeable but nondeformable porous bone is reasonable for the purpose of this473

study which is to simulate particle transport in periprosthetic tissue rather than bone474

mechanosensation which could be affected by load-induced flows.475

In summary, the results showed that there is a relationship between the osteolysis476

threshold and the temporal and regional development of fibrous tissue in osteolytic477

regions. They showed how high biological sensitivity to polyethylene particles along478

with the existence of an interfacial gap can have a synergistic effect to produce focal479

osteolysis at the implant interface. They also showed that patients who are less sensitive480

to polyethylene particles are more likely to develop linear osteolysis if a gap exists at the481

interface. Finally, this study highlights the importance of fixation to seal the interface482

from the joint fluid to prevent long-term loosening due to osteolysis.483
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List of figure captions

Figure 1: a) Realistic 3D model of an implanted femur and the surrounding joint
capsule (left) and the 2D cross-sectional geometry generated based on coronal cut
(right) . b) Schematic of the system consisting of the fluid capsule and gap regions
in communication with the surrounding porous bone region. The size of the gap is
exaggerated for demonstration purposes. Capsular pressure inlet (green) and periosteal
and endosteal pressure outlets (blue) are shown.

Figure 2: The meshed geometry. It can be seen that mesh resolution is much higher
in the gap region and its surrounding bone where there are large flow gradients in the
model.
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Figure 3: Particle concentration along a profile line which is located in the mid-gap
region. This profile line is perpendicular to the interface and extends to up to the
regions of farthest particle penetration. For ease of comparison its length is normalised.
A gradual decrease in particle concentration occurs for cf = 50%.

Figure 4: Particle concentration in the bone. This schematic shows how osteolysis
threshold can be calculated for smaller volumes of tissue using linear interpolation.

Figure 5: Contour plots of periprosthetic tissue showing simulated fibrous tissue gen-
eration in osteolytic lesions due to polyethylene particles for different values of ost.
Fibrous tissue patterns tend to take a focal shape for a lower ost and tend to be more
linear for higher ost.

Figure 6: Fibrous tissue to bone ratio at the interface in proximal, middle and distal
regions of the interfacial gap for different postoperative years.

List of table captions

Table 1: Simulation and solver setups in Fluent. The default Fluent under-relaxation
factors for convergence were used.
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